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Title: Ciliary epithelium-derived stem cell transplantation rescues laser-induced retinal injury in mouse model of age related macular degeneration (AMD)

Lasers have been used for various experiments in retina of fish, rodents and primates. With our expertise in laser photocoagulation, we established a modified animal model, such that the Bruch’s membrane and the surrounding retinal pigment epithelium is damaged (sparing CNV). We compared the hUCB derived lineage negative stem cells and Ciliary epithelium stem cells (hCE) isolated from the human fetal eyes for their regenerative capacity using this model of laser injury. About 50,000 cells from each source were transplanted into the subretinal space of the laser injured mouse retina. The mice transplanted with hUCB derived lin^- stem cells showed better neurotropic responses at shorter time points i.e. 1 week, but the effects were abolished at longer time point of 3 months. The animals transplanted with CE derived neurospheres exhibited better cell survival and functional recovery, consistently at both time points. Our data suggests that the hCE derived cells have a superior homing and therapeutic potential than those of other reported popular sources.
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